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Welcome to the Content Gate Debate, and thanks! In exchange for this e-book, you gave 

us your email, and we very much appreciate it. 

 

Watch us make it worth your while.

 

This comprehensive guide outlines the potential benefits and pitfalls of gated content 

and gives you the tools to decide how to deploy it most effectively.

 

Conveniently, the exchange of personal information for valuable content is at the core of 

the content gate debate. Free content gets more traffic, but opt-in content done properly 

can drive more leads and help to nurture relationships.

 

So, when and how does the strategy work and when does it send potential customers 

running? We consulted marketing experts from across the Web to find out.

THUS BEGINS OUR QUEST:

TO GATE OR NOT TO GATE?
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THE GREAT GATE DEBATE

Experts agree that gated content is a tough sell. In an interview, Joe Pulizzi told us:

OTHER EXPERTS AGREE:

“IT CAN WORK, BUT THE CONTENT, AS WELL AS THE 

REPUTATION, HAS TO BE SPOT-ON. THERE ARE JUST TOO 

MANY OTHER OPTIONS OUT THERE THAT DON’T REQUIRE 

PEOPLE TO SIGN UP TO GAIN ACCESS.”

— JOE PULIZZI

FOUNDER OF CONTENT MARKETING INSTITUTE (CMI)

“GATING CONTENT CREATES A 

LOT OF BACKLASH. OPT-IN FORMS 

GIVE ME 3X THE LEADS, BUT THEY 

TICK PEOPLE OFF…BY A LOT.”

— NEIL PATEL

CUSTOMER ACQUISITION EXPERT 

AND FOUNDER OF KISSMETRICS

“A WHITE PAPER OR E-BOOK 

WILL BE DOWNLOADED 20X AND 

UP TO 50X MORE WITHOUT A GATE 

IN FRONT OF IT.”

— DAVID MEERMAN SCOTT

AUTHOR OF 

THE NEW RULES OF MARKETING AND PR
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Despite their own warnings, however, major players still gate nearly all 

their most valuable content and still have thousands of followers. 

— The 2015 Benchmark Report on B2B Content Marketing and Lead Generation, Starfleet Media 

WHY? BECAUSE PROPERLY DEPLOYED GATED CONTENT HAS THE 

POTENTIAL TO BRING A HIGHER QUANTITY OF QUALIFIED TRAFFIC, 

WHICH CONVERTS AT HIGHER RATES. IT CAN BE SO EFFECTIVE THAT 

MORE THAN 80% OF B2B CONTENT IS GATED. 

80%
GATED
Registration required
to access content

20%
UNGATED

No registration required
to access content
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“UNGATED” CONTENT
FREE AND ACCESSIBLE TO ANYONE 

WHO CHOOSES TO VIEW IT

—

INCLUDES BLOGS, VIDEOS, AND PODCASTS—

ANYTHING YOU RELEASE FOR FREE 

—

POWERFUL TRAFFIC-GENERATION TOOL

—

FOR THINGS LIKE:

THE BASICS: 
WHAT IS GATED CONTENT?

WHITE PAPERSE-BOOKS VIDEO OR
AUDIO COURSES

BLOG POSTS INFOGRAPHICSSLIDESHOWS PROMOTIONAL
CONTENT

“GATED” CONTENT
REQUIRES USER TO FILL IN A FORM;  EXCHANGE CONTENT

 FOR NAME, EMAIL, AND OTHER IDENTIFYING INFORMATION

—

OFFERS MORE VALUE THAN A SIMPLE BLOG POST

—

MAY REQUIRE PAYMENT

—

POWERFUL LEAD GENERATION TOOL

—

FOR THINGS LIKE:
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GATED CONTENT SHOULD:

“GENERALLY, GATED CONTENT TENDS TO BE MORE ‘MEATY’ OR 

SUBSTANTIAL. PULL PEOPLE IN AND PROVE VALUE WITH COOL, 

FUN, AND DELIGHTFUL ASSETS. AND IF YOU’RE DOING YOUR 

JOB WELL, THE RIGHT PEOPLE WILL WANT MORE—AND THAT 

‘MORE’ WOULD BE WHAT YOU WOULD GATE.”

— ANDREW J. COATE

COMMUNITY AND CONTENT MANAGER AT FACEBOOK

BE EXTREMELY SPECIALIZED, 

DEMONSTRATING EXPERTISE

ON A TOPIC

HELP THE USER DO SOMETHING

MORE EFFICIENTLY

NOT BE AVAILABLE FOR FREE

SOMEWHERE ELSE

SO WHAT SHOULD BE GATED? 
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WHEN SHOULD I  GATE CONTENT?

Gating content at the right moment in a customer’s sales cycle is crucial. If a visitor is just starting to learn about your brand 

and is at the top of the funnel, being required to fill a form may send them running. You’ll miss the opportunity to prove 

you’re a trustworthy creator of badass content.

Once they find that information helpful and are ready to learn more, they have moved to the middle of the sales funnel, 

and the information you give them now should be more specific about your company: How can YOU help them solve their 

problems or answer their questions? 

Because the middle of the funnel is where you want to start differentiating yourself from all the other options out there, this 

may be a good point to start gating—offering them something specialized and of more value in exchange for their info. 

This tactic will also work further along the funnel when buyers are investigating more specific products and services 

because they have already expressed a distinct interest in what you have to offer.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS
OF GATING YOUR CONTENT?

BETTER-QUALITY LEAD GENERATION
Gated content enables businesses to nurture and convert leads faster 

and more effectively than public content. When a person fills out a form to 

access specific content, you not only learn what’s valuable to that person, 

but you have a way to follow up with them. Score! 

IMPROVED LEAD NURTURING
Gated content gets you a step ahead in the conversion process by giving 

you a better sense of what aspect of your business a person might be 

interested in. Who are the folks checking out your stuff, what do they want 

with you, and what’s it gonna take to get them over to the other side? With 

some context, you can figure out where these people are in the funnel, 

better tailor your follow-up and, in turn, better nurture your leads. 
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IMPLIED VALUE
When you put something behind a gate and require information in exchange for it, you imply that it has 

more value. This gets people interested. They start thinking “hmmm….what could be in there?” Make 

sure the stuff you’re gating is damn well worth it. Adding value to content can help build your reputation 

as a thought leader or authority on a subject.

CHECK OUT THE GREAT WAY HUBSPOT DID THIS IN

THEIR HOLIDAY MARKETING CAMPAIGN:
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PROTECTION
Some companies choose to gate content on their sites in order to 

keep the bots away from it. If you ask for specific information that can 

only be entered by humans, you can ensure that whoever is accessing 

your content is a real person who is probably not going to scrape your 

information and spread it around the Web for free.

SEO
You will lose out on some search traffic by gating your content, but you 

don’t have to lose all of it! We’ll give you an elegant work-around on 

page 21, in our section on counteracting the pitfalls of gated content. 
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THE PITFALLS OF
GATED CONTENT

If you benefit from gating content in the aforementioned ways, why do so many marketers shy away from 

it? Let’s take a look at some drawbacks to walling off your prized posts.  
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AVOIDING CONTENT

The form can be the death of your potential relationship—sort of like those people with clipboards on the street that 

call out to you when you walk by. You know they’re not doing anything bad, but you’ll walk three blocks out of the 

way to avoid them, since they’ll take up time and energy you don’t want to give. 
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LEAD ALIENATION

While interested parties may download your content, it’s highly likely they’re not ready to buy yet. If those people 

start receiving solicitations from you that they don’t actually want, they might end up feeling annoyed. This kind of 

loss can, over time, be crushing for a business.

JOE PULIZZI EXPLAINS THE CRUCIAL DIFFERENCE :

“SIGNING UP FOR OUR E-NEWSLETTER IS OUR NUMBER-ONE CALL TO 

ACTION. WE GENERALLY HAVE TWO OR THREE PLACES ON EACH PAGE 

WHERE THAT IS VISIBLE, BUT SUBSCRIBERS ARE NOT LEADS. JUST 

BECAUSE SOMEONE SUBSCRIBES DOESN’T MEAN THEY ARE READY 

TO BUY ANYTHING. A SUBSCRIBER GIVES YOU AN OPPORTUNITY TO 

DEVELOP THE LEAD.” 

THIS IS KEY TO KEEP IN MIND TO AVOID LEAD ALIENATION.
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FALSE INFORMATION

When people see a form requesting information from them, many think “no way!” and just make something up. When 

that happens, they get access to your content, and you lose out on the ability to contact a lead.
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THE SOLUTION:
DESIGN REALLY EFFECTIVE GATED CONTENT

If you want to use gated content but don’t want to experience any of the noted pitfalls, the simplest  

strategy is to create great gated content—and don’t be a douche about it.  

HERE’S HOW.
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PRESENT IT CONTEXTUALLY

Gated content is best when it’s presented within a person’s content experience. That means, present 

customers with gated offers when they’re already experiencing or consuming something similar. Their 

minds will be on the topic, and they may appreciate being offered more information. 

A good example of contextual gated content in action is this recent Kapost blog post on 

“How to Build Your Ideal Customer Profile”

At the very end of the post, Kapost offers readers a link to a downloadable e-book about further building their 

sales funnel—the logical next step after determining consumer base and customer profiles.

http://marketeer.kapost.com/ideal-customer-profile/
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BUSINESSES CAN PRESENT CONTEXTUAL 
GATED CONTENT IN TWO WAYS:

LANDING PAGES
Separate pages accessed via links that take customers to a 

form they can complete before accessing content

OVERLAY CTA
A pop-up form on top of existing gated content, which disappears when 

information is completed, creating a feeling that the content is just barely 

out of reach until you submit your info

CONTENTLY DOES AN AWESOME JOB OF THIS: 
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MAKE YOUR UNSUBSCRIBE LINK EASY TO FIND

This one is pretty self-explanatory. Annoying emails that you don’t want are much 

less annoying when they offer a one-click unsubscribe option. 
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DESIGN IT WELL

Nobody likes bad design. Nobody. Think about the last time you had to fill out a form 

to buy a concert ticket or sign up for a newsletter and it asked you a million irrelevant 

questions and took up 10 minutes of your precious day. What a chafe. Having a  

well-designed form is crucial. 

According to a HubSpot study on the science of lead generation, gated content forms 

become less effective with the more form fields they ask users to fill out. They also result 

in fewer conversions if they have multiple large text areas to type and multiple select 

boxes to choose. The same study also found that using the words “age” and “telephone” 

in a form tended to make the forms less effective. Perhaps because they feel invasive? 

Whatever the reason, stay away from this practice. 

http://www.zdnet.com/article/expedia-on-how-one-extra-data-field-can-cost-12m/
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/6746/Which-Types-of-Form-Fields-Lower-Landing-Page-Conversions.aspx
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/6748/3-Form-Fields-That-Kill-Landing-Page-Conversion-Rates.aspx
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Forms should be as simple as possible, with few questions and friendly, 

non-intimidating text (e.g., no reference to registration or commitment). 

THIS FORM FOR MARKETO’S CARDS AGAINST MARKETING 
DOWNLOAD IS A GOOD EXAMPLE. 

FACEBOOK’S ANDREW J. COATE SAYS, 

“LESS IS MORE IN THIS CASE. DO WE REALLY 

NEED 15 FIELDS OF INFORMATION? NO, 

WE DON’T. FOCUS ON CORE PIECES OF 

INFORMATION THAT YOU WILL GENUINELY 

USE TO MARKET BETTER TO THAT AUDIENCE. 

THINK ABOUT GETTING THE MOST IMPACTFUL 

INFORMATION, WHILE CAUSING THE LEAST 

FRUSTRATION TO THE PEOPLE YOU’RE 

GATHERING FROM.”
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PREEMPT OR COUNTERACT PITFALLS 

DON’T SCARE YOUR LEADS
Offer chunks of info over time, instead of flashing a form right away. You 

could try a multi-part series where the first part is free, for instance.

AVOID ALIENATION
Include a question in your form asking where the person is in the buying 

process. For instance, you could ask how familiar they are with your 

brand or if they’ve purchased from you or your competitors before. Use 

that info to sequence and tailor your follow-up email strategy. 
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PREVENT FALSIFIED INFORMATION
To avoid those pesky people who sign up for your content with made-

up contact info (e.g., DollyParton@nowhere.com), you can build contact 

verification into your form. One idea is to require people to confirm their 

e-mail addresses before accessing your content. It may add an extra 

step, but it’ll ensure you don’t end up with a long list of fake e-mails.

DON’T LOSE SEO VALUE
Here’s the workaround we promised. Create a preview page with a 

summary of your content using the keywords at the core of your article. 

Your page will be indexed, ranked, and able to draw organic traffic. 
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WANT TO SEE SOME EXAMPLES 
OF PEOPLE WHO GOT THEIR 

GATED CONTENT RIGHT?
Despite a heated gate debate, we found some examples of people who’ve done 

gated content right and discovered that it really pays off. 
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KAPOST 

In order to reach the folks that are looking to learn versus the ones who are just dabbling in “pretty stuff 

on the Internet,” Kapost created the “Masters of SlideShare” campaign.

The first piece of the campaign was an ungated deck called 

“SlideShare Masters Share Their Secrets.” That piece brought 

an 84% increase in unique visitors the week after its release 

and was responsible for a 1,962% increase in social shares.

Soon after, Kapost released a gated piece called “How We Made 

‘Masters of Slideshare.’”  The most interested users then followed 

up, trading their contact info for an insider’s look. Kapost got a list 

of premium leads, in addition to a huge spike in traffic.

http://marketeer.kapost.com/gating-content/#axzz3tYp1uitJ
http://marketeer.kapost.com/masters-of-slideshare/?utm_content=buffera807a&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer#axzz3uEnIPriV
http://resources.kapost.com/how-we-made-masters-of-slideshare.html?id=701E0000000APeG&cs=How.We.Made.Masters.of.SlideShare-Marketeer
http://resources.kapost.com/how-we-made-masters-of-slideshare.html?id=701E0000000APeG&cs=How.We.Made.Masters.of.SlideShare-Marketeer
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UNBOUNCE 

Content marketing standout Unbounce saw gating work well in their 

campaign related to conversion-centered design. First, they wrote 

an e-book called “The Ultimate Guide to Conversion-Centered 

Design.” Then, they decided to hold a related gated webinar called 

“How to Leverage Content for Conversions.” Unbounce eventually 

had 2,500 people sign up for the webinar. 

An added bonus? The company decided to include a “thank you” 

page that appeared after people registered for the webinar, and 

that page included an option to subscribe to Unbounce’s blog. 

Unbounce found that 40% of people who signed up for the webinar 

decided to subscribe to the blog, which meant they got more than 

1,000 new blog followers by simply including a CTA on their lead 

generation form.

http://unbounce.com/landing-pages/landing-pages-for-content-marketing/
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MOBILECAUSE

MobileCause had a now-infamous case of generating leads using 

a marketing infographic. They sought to create a graphic that 

educated their audience and empowered them with information to 

establish themselves as an authority on the mobile and non-profit 

industries. They put their experts to work creating an image that 

answered their customers’ questions. Then they kept the graphic 

gated but heavily promoted it through emails, press releases, ad-

retargeting, and social media. 

The results were fantastic! They had 733 people download the 

infographic in the first week and saw a goal completion rate of 26%. 

As a result of their success with this piece of gated content, MobileCause 

is now starting to use a referral traffic strategy to better target visual 

content toward the right audiences. This kind of cross-channel campaign 

is what pushes gated marketing to the next level of success.

DOWNLOADS COMPLETION RATE

https://www.mobilecause.com
http://www.brafton.com/case-studies/mobilecause-generates-leads-infographic-marketing/
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DIGITAL MARKETER 

Last year, Digital Marketer created a piece of gated content that did particularly well: a list of 212 Blog 

Post Ideas, essentially intended for marketers with writer’s block. Digital Marketer advertised the piece 

in myriad ways, including a very successful Facebook ad campaign. In order to access the list of ideas, 

users had to hand over their contact information—resulting in more than 30,000 new leads for the 

company. The company offered content of value that directly benefited downloaders,  

making handing over their contact information feel worth it.

http://www.digitalmarketer.com/lp/212-blog-post-ideas/
http://www.digitalmarketer.com/lp/212-blog-post-ideas/
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JAMES CLEAR 

A behavioral psychologist who has written a ton about what it takes to succeed in the business world today,  

James Clear has mastered the art of gated content. When you visit Clear’s site, he offers some basic information about 

himself, as well as a bare-bones blog for free. Throughout his page, however, he also includes multiple areas for readers 

to easily enter their contact information in exchange for his free weekly newsletter or free e-books and guides  

(e.g., “Transform Your Habits”).

Clear’s CTA is subtle—”Where should I send your free guide?”—and the psychology works. So far, more than 200,000 

people have signed up to receive his guides and newsletters, which means that he now has the ability to directly 

contact more than 200,000 sales leads, and all he had to do was politely ask for their e-mail.

http://jamesclear.com/about
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TO GATE OR NOT TO GATE:
WHAT IS THE ANSWER?

After our deep foray into the Great Gate Debate, we’ve discovered that the important questions to ask are 

not whether to gate but what to gate and when. By gating more valuable information than what you and your 

competitors offer for free (and by doing it when you’re sure a lead is actually interested in becoming one of  

your customers) you can get yourself a step ahead in the marketing process.

Another important thing? Never forget how you gate. By effectively designing your contact forms, including 

them in contextually relevant places, and ensuring the contact info you receive is accurate, you can use gated 

content as a singular—but important—piece of your content marketing strategy puzzle.
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A FINAL TIP FROM CONTENT MASTERMIND JOE PULIZZI: 

“AS A CONTENT MARKETER, ONE OF YOUR GOALS IS TO BUILD AN AUDIENCE OVER 

TIME. THE BELIEF IS THAT IF WE BUILD A CONTENT RELATIONSHIP WITH AN AUDIENCE, 

THAT GROUP OF PEOPLE SHOULD SHOW POSITIVE BEHAVIOR (BUY MORE, STAY 

LONGER AS CUSTOMERS, ETC.), THAT MEANS GATED CONTENT IS NECESSARY TO BUILD 

SUBSCRIBERS. OUR LEADS CAN THEN BE DERIVED FROM OUR SUBSCRIBER BASE. 

THE ISSUE IS: DO YOU HAVE ENOUGH FREE AND AVAILABLE CONTENT TO DRAW PEOPLE 

INTO YOUR GATED FORMS? IT’S ALWAYS A BALANCING ACT, BUT A BRAND REALLY ONLY 

NEEDS ONE OR TWO GATED PIECES OF CONTENT TO BE EFFECTIVE.”
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Spend your time optimizing your best ideas, not searching for 

them. Doing your content ideation with Oz drives real revenue by 

helping you choose the content ideas your audience demands. 

For content marketers who need to create a lot of visual content, 

check out Visage—a design tool that makes on-brand content 

creation simple.

GOOD LUCK!

http://ozcontent.com
http://visage.co

